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Profile 
10 years of experience building and running production-grade software. First on linux servers, 
now for over 7 years leveraging cloud services (AWS). Certified AWS Solutions Architect, early 
DevOps adopter and now serverless advocate. 
 
In my career I focussed mostly on building repeatable and scalable web apps, enhancing their 
reliability and taking part in feature development. I am very interested in building great 
application delivery processes, fast feedback loops and creating organisations that are 
continuously improving. 

Experience 
Freelance Software Engineer (Go) and Cloud/DevOps/Serverless Consultant (AWS) 
05/2019-today 
As a freelancer I set out to bring my experience in software engineering and working effectively 
with cloud services to my clients. My clients range from startups to DAX 100 companies. This is 
an excerpt of recent projects: 

• Enhancing the internal CI/CD delivery platform of a DAX100 company. Creating evolutions 
of many components of their Jenkins and container based architecture in the areas of job 
and container scheduling, state management and service discovery. Rearchitecting their 
cost tracking on a DynamoDB based solution and aiding in data collection for product 
development. 
Keywords: CDK, Cloudformation, python, AWS, Go, TDD 

• Creating an image processing micro-service for an e-commerce. 
Keywords: Go, serverless, CDK, AWS Lambda, full stack, TDD 

• Architecting the container based back-end and creating the repeatable AWS infrastructure 
and integration pipeline for an e-commerce. 
Keywords: Cloudformation, AWS, ECS, Docker 

• Retrofitting CI/CD processes, observability and monitoring to a micro-services architecture 
of a startup. 
Keywords: AWS X-Ray, Codepipeline, Codebuild, CDK, CI/CD, Typescript 

• Consultancy for a medical AI startup on efficient and secure data processing on AWS, 
developing an evolution of their architecture and orchestration. 
Keywords: python, CloudFormation, CDK, ECS, Lambda 

Senior software engineer (Go); CloudBees (remote), Berlin 02/2018-05/2019 
After the acquisition of Codeship (see below) by Cloudbees I continued to work on the build 
platform team for Codeship. The focus was shifted from feature development to consolidation 
projects and reducing technical debt. A major project was decoupling the build state as well as 
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log storage of two similar monolithically built CI products into a designated services, that could 
serve multiple products from here on. 
A project I was leading was to undertake an upgrade of the build infrastructure of their most 
commonly used product, that was running builds of more than 100,000 customer projects. 
Whilst adding features and making the platform more reliable, I made sure we had increased 
visibility into the process and strengthened our relationship with the support team so that we 
were able to experiment safely. 
I also pushed efforts forward in using more cloud services, infrastructure automation and 
reducing the amount of home-grown solutions. 
Keywords: Go, AWS, micro-services, consolidation, CI/CD, Docker, SaaS, TDD, terraform 

Senior software engineer; Codeship Inc. (remote), Berlin/Boston 02/2017-02/2018 
Codeship offers Continuous Integration and Delivery (CI/CD) as a SaaS. I joined their team as a 
senior software engineer in charge of the underlying build platform. 
I lead a project on the Docker based CI platform to rebuild their caching solution ground up to 
deliver a sped up build experience to our customers. I was also leading a project to change the 
network stack on the build platform to allow us to have static set of outgoing IP addresses, 
allowing customers creating firewall rules targeted to use our services securely. Due to my 
background as a site reliability engineer I was also involved in stability work, like reducing error 
rates and ensuring scalability and decoupling of various components in our infrastructure, 
increasing test coverage. My work was mostly done in ruby and Go. 
Keywords: Go, AWS, Ruby, Docker, CI/CD, Caching, SaaS, networking, Heroku, Ansible, TDD 

Technical product manager; SysEleven GmbH, Berlin 09/2016-11/2016 
After my previous endeavour at SysEleven (see below) I worked in their cloud team as a product 
manager for their public cloud product. I surfaced the early customer data available and 
amplified user feedback to make sure we set a ground for decision making in our IaaS division. 
I fostered and coordinated communication and releases across development-/operations-/
marketing- and platform-teams. 
A significant achievement was opening our cloud up to the broader public with a self-service 
sign-on as well as building the first features based on quantitive analysis of customer behaviour 
and thus raising conversion rates. 
Keywords: OpenStack, Cloud, IaaS, product management, public cloud 

Platform engineer; SysEleven GmbH, Berlin 04/2016-09/2016 
SysEleven is a web-hosting company and cloud provider. At SysEleven I worked in a research 
and development team. I was bringing in my experience in leveraging cloud services in order 
help a team in building a fully managed hosting platform. They were moving from a hosting 
stack optimised for running on traditional hardware servers to running on a testable and 
automated SaaS-like platform in the cloud. 
Keywords: Ansible, python, Docker, AWS, OpenStack, MySQL, TDD 

Backend engineer; Inbot Inc., Berlin 04/2015-04/2016 
Inbot is a mobile-first CRM and sales assistant. At Inbot I worked in the backend team. I was 
doing feature development on top of their Java and Elasticsearch stack in order to build out real 
time capabilities and a dialog system in their mobile app. 
I rebuilt Inbots infrastructure and apps from a traditional on-premise server infrastructure to fit a 
scalable and automated cloud infrastructure on AWS. I managed the migration of the whole 
stack. Furthermore we created an internal self service platform using Docker and 
CloudFormation that allowed developers create their own compute environments for 
development and showcasing. 
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Keywords: Docker, Java, Elasticsearch, AWS, DynamoDB, CloudFormation, SaltStack, Jenkins, 
golang, Ubuntu, Sensu, Logstash, Redis, TDD, REST 

Site reliability engineer; EyeEm Mobile GmbH, Berlin 05/2013-04/2015 
EyeEm is a photography app and market place. At EyeEm I worked in the backend / core 
services team, which was a cross-functional team, doing API development and taking care of 
the operational underpinnings, acting as an internal platform provider. I rebuilt the infrastructure 
from a semi-automated fleet on AWS into a testable automated self service platform to be used 
by any of the tech teams at EyeEm. 
I lead a number projects to create a repeatably testable platform and established test driven 
development and modern software delivery principles on top of it into our day-to-day work. 
Other than that I was continuously involved in improving our data analysis capabilities - from 
application to customer metrics, which henceforth allowed us to work more data driven. I also 
built a first version of our data pipeline and later on supported our data team on building 
improved versions of it. My work supported data teams and machine learning teams. 
My focus on data ultimately lead me to implement the first NoSQL datastore aside the main 
MySQL database at EyeEm. We moved a big amount of data out to Cassandra, which got me 
involved in PHP driver development and NoSQL data modeling. 
Keywords: PHP, Cassandra, golang, CDNs, Redshift, Kinesis, CloudFormation, Rundeck, 
Jenkins, Memcached, Redis, Puppet, Sensu, Graphite, TDD/BDD, REST, RabbitMQ 

Linux systems engineer; Jimdo GmbH, Hamburg 07/2011-05/2013 
Jimdo is an online website builder, running millions of sites as a SaaS. At Jimdo I worked in the 
infrastructure team, whose responsibility was to be a service-provider for internal development 
teams, as well as redefining Jimdos infrastructure for scale and reliability in the cloud. I 
especially worked on building out their configuration management, making it testable and 
repeatable as well as automating tasks for scaling the infrastructure. As a team we also 
implemented certain core services to consume by other development teams. I was one of the 
advocates for bridging the gap between development and operation teams to strengthen our 
development processes. 
Keywords: Debian, Puppet, Graphite, AWS, CloudFormation, Ruby, Bash, MySQL, 
Memcached, Graylog, Nagios, CDNs, Jenkins, TDD, DevOps 

IT specialist system integration; DESY Web Office, Hamburg 06/2010-06/2011 
After my apprentice at DESY (see below), I worked at DESYs web office and was responsible 
for the implementation and operation of collaboration platforms such as wikis, with a focus on 
facilitating scientific usage. I quickly established myself as a reference person for all different 
kinds of web applications, databases and high-availability setups by doing talks on various 
clustering solutions. 
Keywords: PHP, Mediawiki, Apache, Red Hat, Pacemaker, Heartbeat, DRBD, MySQL 

IT specialist system integration apprentice; DESY IT, Hamburg 09/2007-06/2010 
DESY is a research centre that operates particle accelerators. During my apprenticeship in 
Germany’s dual education system I worked in their datacenter. I learned all the underpinnings in 
managing and monitoring a fleet of linux servers as well as how to run, operate and rollout 
different applications and the basics in programming. 
Keywords: linux, servers, datacenter 

Education/Certification 
IT specialist system integration at DESY Hamburg (09/2007-06/2010) 
AWS Certified Solutions Architect - Associate (12/2018) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dual_education_system
https://www.certmetrics.com/amazon/public/badge.aspx?i=1&t=c&d=2018-12-10&ci=AWS00643556
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Skills 
Building and maintaining web backends and infrastructure in high traffic production-grade 
environments, leveraging cloud technologies. 
Creating testable and repeatable apps/infrastructure and self service operations tools. 
Advocating for and implementing continuous integration and delivery. 
Performance optimisation and scalability enhancements of web backends. 

Tools/Programming Languages etc.: 
Highly skilled: Go, SQL/NoSQL, AWS services, Linux system administration, Docker, Lambda, 
TDD, configuration management (puppet, saltstack, ansible), continuous integration, terraform 
Mid-level: Python, Elasticsearch, DynamoDB, bash, Cassandra, kubernetes 
Entry-level: Ruby, PHP, Java, OpenStack 

Languages: 
Fluent in English and German. I prefer English as my work language. 

Referrals 
Github: https://github.com/LarsFronius  
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/LarsFronius 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/larsfronius 
Xing: https://www.xing.com/profile/Lars_Fronius 
Slides: https://slidr.io/LarsFronius
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